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Last year your neighborhood Tulsa Jiffy Lube owners began sponsoring 
scholarship awards for high school students in the greater Tulsa, Bixby, Broken Arrow &

Glenpool areas.   This commitment to community support continues as 1 additional
$1,000 Finalist Scholarship has been added ! — *1 Overall $4,000 award,

3 Finalist $1,000 awards and 1 School $500 award for most essays submitted.

“In my future, I see myself continuing 
my education much further than 
an undergraduate degree, I plan on 
majoring in law, criminology, education, 
or business, so I will be attending law or 
business school after undergraduate, or 
at least graduate school.  I am going to 
the University of Oklahoma this fall and I 
couldn’t be more excited.”

Watch winner video and read
full essay online at:

yourturn2apply.com

        $4,000 Scholarship

Joseph Ye
Union High

“The lessons I’ve learned from the engineering 
design process will be fundamental to my 
future work as an engineer and entrepreneur, 
both of which call for the ability to confront 
problems critically and effectively articulate 
complex ideas. What drives me is further 
developing these skills, as they will be 
instrumental to me becoming a first-class 
contributor in the future marketplace of ideas.”

Watch winner video and read
full essay online at:

yourturn2apply.com

“In seventh grade, I met a student in my 
choir class that ultimately changed my 
life.     He had down syndrome. I quickly 
recognized his joy, positivity, and the 
genuine love he had for others.  In hopes of 
learning more about special education, I 
got involved in his class... This inspired me 
to continue to learn more about special 
education.

Watch winner video and read
full essay online at:

yourturn2apply.com

“My little sister drives me to want to help others 
because she has helped shape me into the person 
that I am today.  Little did I know, my little sister would 
be born three months early and have a rare condition 
called Ring 21.  Helping families with special needs is 
a passion of mine.  Without Ella I would have never 
known this.  Ella drives me to be a better sister, child, 
student, and worker.  Ella drives me to want to be a 
better human and to become a nurse.”

Watch winner video and read
full essay online at:

yourturn2apply.com

        $1,000 Scholarship

Symphony Simmons
Thomas Edison Prep

        $1,000 Scholarship

Emma Bryan
Jenks High

        $1,000 Scholarship

Dillon Smith
Thomas Edison Prep
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$7,500*

                  
    in Total Local Awards!


